
Introducing QuiXmarts’
smart retail solutions.
Combining biometrics and AI vision
to manage your business.

Register Scan hand
to open door

Grab product

AND GO!

24/7 Shopping experience like never seen before. Allow your 
customers to touch and feel their selection before making up 
their mind and finalising purchase.

Being part of the QuiXmart network allows you to gain 
access to any customers already registered with a QuiXmart 
account. Their palm scan allows them to make purchases 
from any smart retail pod within our network.

WHAT IS QUIXMART?
We are the next generation in retail solution, revolutionising the 
next step in retail. Utilising the concept of smart retail, we utilise 
computer vision, AI, cloud computing and biometric payment 
system to completely automate the retail experience.

AI vision:
TheThe computer vision is the eyes of the AI. The computer vision 
tracks all the items inside the store and determines what items 
the customer took and how much to charge them based off the 
items they took. Each item is entered into the system and we 
teach the computer vision and AI what each item looks like 
before it goes into the retail pod, so it can learn what each 
product looks like in its various states as the customers hold the 
ititems, it will learn to recognise the item based of partial images 
just like a human would.

Payment system:
Each customer must register an account with QuiXmart to use 
the system, however after the customer initially registers for an 
account, it is permanent and can be used across all QuiXmart 
PODs and locations. The payment system and accounts are tied 
to the customer’s unique hand capillary network. This form of 
identification is seen to be the most secure of biometrics as it 
cannot be copied and is as unique as the finger print. Payments 
arare made using the customer’s credit card or debit card 
accounts tied to the bank. Mony Payments is the third-party 
vendor who will take care of all the financials and provide the 
secure payments gateway. They have attained the highest 
certification that Australia has to offer on a yearly basis.
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*International brand partner concept store.

The QuiXmart network
Customers who sign up automatically join the QuiXmart network and can use their account they created at any of our smart retail 
pods at any vendors within the QuiXmart network. Quick and easy, just one account can access all machines. Captures more 
customers’ attention and having them give your company a try.

Realtime web-based management system
WithWith QuiXmart smart retail pods, we provide you with a management system that you can access anywhere you are, at any time you 
desire, managing all your QuiXmart assets. This includes inventory management, surveillance cameras, customer transactions, 
sales reports, product reports and sales analytics to better improve on your business.

Benefits for business:
•  Real time tracking of all your inventory items and customers 
    in store from anywhere in the world using our online interface 
    via the cloud.

•  Detailed reports of all aspects of your business. 

•  Customers per day/week/month/year. 

•  Cu•  Customer spending habits (what they buy, how much on 
    average they spend, where they are coming from, etc.)

•  Capturing Big-Data for targeted marketing to customers 
    instore and outside. 

•  Redirecting human resources away from check out to 
    more customer services to boost customer 
    satisfaction and inventory planning.

•  Ability to integrate a loyalty system  

•  Operate a physical business open to customers 24/7 
    without the added cost of human resources.  

•  •  Ease of scaling up the size of business

          Technical Information
          DBV1300-DMHQB  Fridge Specs

Model Number: DBV1300-DMHQB
Rated Voltage/ Frequency: 240V – 50Hz 
Rated Current: 10A
Rated Power: 0.8kW (unloaded) 1.5kW (loaded)
LigLight Power: 20w
Energy Consumption: 12.8kW/24hr 
Gross Total Capacity: 1300L
Net Total Capacity: 1288L
Climate Class: 4/ST
Temperature Type: S
Electric Shock Protection: Class I
RRefrigerant: Propane R290/120g
Blowing Agent: Cyclopentane 
Display Area Size: 2.9m²
Weight: 280kg
Dimension (Width / Depth / Height):
1350 mm x700 mm x 2350 mm
Dimension (Width / Depth / Height):
1350 mm x1350 mm x740 mm x 2350 mm (With Hand-Scanner)

Our PODs are equipped with amazing technology, which is suitable for large Companies looking to utilize our Big-Data collected to 
test new products, or simply offering convenience. With our PODs being so low cost, having many strategically placed,can help with 
brand recognition too! Great for small businesses as well, giving customers more flexibility with their shopping methods and 
providing a different experience. We would also be excited to provide buyers interested in individual PODs the opportunity to step into 
the future and see the endless potentials of our PODs.
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